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 A Review by Richard Eldridge
 Swarthmore College
 George Leonard and Morse Peckham have both un- and seventies, and especially for Cage in the fifties, experi
 dertaken large rethinkings of the entire development of Ro- ence of an art object is a mere propaedeutic for a religious
 mantic practice. Both of them carry out these rethinkings by experience of meaningfulness in the things of the world,
 setting Romantic practice within the framework of a general from greatest to least. "Once our eyes are open, away with
 account of human behavior and human interests. And both art" (15) is the slogan that unites the sensibilities of Words
 describe the major achievement of Romantic writers as an worth, Emerson, and Ruskin with those of Warhol, Cage, and
 achievement of transcendence. But because their understand- Kaprow. Spiritualized sensibility is all.
 ings of human behavior and human interests differ consider
 ably, their accounts of the nature of transcendence—who In Part II, Leonard describes the pre-1800 understand
 transcends what? and through what means?—are rather jngs of art and its value from which Romanticism broke,
 more opposed than complementary. Either, with Alberti, art was conceived of as offering some
 thing of dramatic interest—an istoria—to the mind, or, with
 In Into the Light of Things, Leonard proposes to trace "a Reynolds, the art object was conceived of as an ideal object,
 change in what certain artists intended to accomplish" (xii). superior in its formal perfection to any flawed real thing.
 In Part I, "The End of Art?," he offers an initial account of Against these understandings, Wordsworth then offers a kind
 the state of advanced artistic self-understanding after the of countertraining aimed at teaching us to "find the miracle
 change he will describe: the sense that with Andy Warhol art in the everyday" (49). Departing from Wordsworth's "Pro
 has, in Arthur Danto's phrase, entered its " 'posthistorical spectus" as his key text, Leonard then in Part III elaborates
 phase' " (4). What Danto means by this is that with Warhol similar stances in Coleridge, Carlyle, and Ruskin.
 the task of defining art has been completed. A work of art
 can be anything, including Brillo boxes, as far as formal and Part IV, "Leaving the Raft Behind: John Cage," surveys
 perceptible properties are concerned. The essence of a the whole of Cage's career, from his early, Marinetti-inspired,
 painting does not lie in its formal composition; the essence futurist "Industrial Supernaturalism," to his middle period,
 of a sculpture does not lie in its shape. Instead, all that mat- Suzuki-inspired, 4' 33" and aleatory compositions, and lastly
 ters is that the work can be interpreted as artistically signifi- to his final, tentative moves toward an active environmental
 cant against the background of some conceptualization of art ism. In the middle period works for which he is most widely
 (whatever this turns out to involve). As a result, the produc- known, Cage held that "Musical art was only to be a way to
 tion of works of art is freed from attachment to any impera- 'let the sounds be themselves,' to 'change the mind' so that it
 tives of style or composition associated with a unilinear opens to 'experience, which inevitably is interesting' " (147).
 History of Art. As Cage puts it, " 'Waiting for a bus, we're present at a con
 cert. Suddenly we stand on a work of art, the pavement' "
 In a brilliant interpretive turn, Leonard sets Danto's ac- (165). The arrival of this sense of experience—a sense
 count of Warhol inside a larger story of the development of a brought home to us by Cage's 1952 4' 33"—is "the moment
 Western understanding of human interests and of art's roles Wordsworth prayed for in the 'Prospectus' " (168), "the last
 in serving them. "Both Danto and his critics [such as Rich- moment of Natural Supernaturalism's primary dependence
 ard Kuhns, who claims that art continues to serve interests on the artworld" (171).
 and needs that it has always served] are right. Something
 reached a climax—not an end—but it was not art.... What In his latest works, however, Cage began to worry, on
 completed itself had more to do with Western religion than environmentalist grounds, that " 'we have ruined the si
 with Western art" (11-12). The posthistorical phase of art, lence'" (176). "An Arnoldian quality of doubt, self-question
 Leonard argues, is best understood as "the necessary out- ing" (178) about the value of simple attentiveness to simple
 come of...' Natural Supernaturalism' " (12). To see art in a things emerges in Cage's work. Hesitantly, and partly in reac
 pile of Brillo boxes is to find " 'Paradise' in the 'simple pro- tion to the Vietnam war, " 'improving the world' " and
 duce of a common day' " (12). For the Romantics, especially " 'revolution' " (178) come to figure among Cage's aims. His
 Wordsworth, as for certain conceptual artists of the sixties long poem, "Diary: How to Improve the World (You Will
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 Only Make Matters Worse)," published in installments from cessity for studying literature from the behavioral point of
 the late sixties through the late seventies, is then, for Leo- view" (R & I, 274-5).
 nard, an exemplary Romantic "visionary artist's crisis poem"
 (180). For Leonard, the task that Cage and our culture have Peckham's understanding of the nature of behavior is
 left for us is that of responding to the crisis of environmental then as far as possible from any form of idealism. For him, as
 violence with a new art. "The task that has been forced upon for Hobbes and Thrasymachus, nature, of which we are a
 us is no less than the creation of a third artworld" to succeed part, is red in tooth and claw. "All behavior is aggressive" (R
 the first artword of istoria and the ideal and the second &f I, xv), aimed at the exploitation of natural resources, in
 artworld of Natural Supernaturalism. eluding other human beings. Aggressive behavior is con
 trolled or inhibited only either by force or, in culture, by
 Leonard's settings of Danto and conceptual art within seduction and intimidation (R & I, xvi). This conception of
 a wider history of understandings of art is imaginative and the nature of behavior extends to verbal behavior generally,
 illuminating, even if Warhol is perhaps more ironic and "All utterance is revealed as fictive" (Ä & I, xii); the genera
 jokier than either Wordsworth or Cage. His account of Cage tion of words is part of an attempt to order and control a
 is masterful. His readings of Wordsworth, Carlyle, and Rus- nature that is implacably hostile to human understanding,
 kin on spiritual experience of the everyday uncover an im- (One thinks here of Nietzsche's famous remarks on nature
 portant motif that runs throughout their works. Yet Into the and concepts in his "On Truth and Lying in an Extra-Moral
 Light of Things will strike many readers as overly conventional Sense," and Nietzsche is the figure cited most often with
 in its approaches to texts and authors. Leonard takes them favor in Romanticism and Ideology.)
 at their words, without much attention to underlying anxie
 ties and pressures that might undo coherence of thought and In the face of the hostility of nature and the opposi
 intention. He scants the role of modern science in contribut- tional character of human interests, there is no such thing as
 ing to both the aestheticization of art and the subjectivization getting either the world or human interests right. The best
 of spirituality, preferring instead to concentrate on appar- thing one can hope to do is to act originally, that is, ran
 ently autonomous spiritual discoveries. Into the Light of domly. (Peckham often describes original behavior in terms
 Things further undervalues the affirmative political dimen- of the "delta factor" of statistical behavioral theory—the arbi
 sions of Wordsworth's attentions to the ordinary, which for trary spreading of behaviors away from a single line.) One
 Wordsworth are always implicated in the emergence of a new can hope that luck, not understanding, will bring about in
 social covenant of mutual attentiveness. (Different readers one's life what it brought about for a few advanced Romantic
 will make different judgments about the attractiveness of individuals: a conversion into a permanent deconversion,
 this.) In his continuing concern for the renovation of the into a random, "emotionally labile," sublime, "cultural tran
 social world, Wordsworth stands at some distance from scendence" of all normalizing forces. But even here it must be
 Suzuki's Zen, however much in other ways his thought resem- remembered that such acts of cultural transcendence are
 bles it. Into the Light of Things likewise undervalues Words- random and aggressive, not founded on understanding,
 worth's continuing anxiety about his own achievements in "The heart of the Romantic position is . . . the acceptance of
 contributing to the emergence of a renovated social world, an irresolvable tension between subject and object, between
 hence about his very poetic and human identity. It would mind and nature, between theory and empirical data, be
 have been interesting to see Leonard compare the active-pas- tween language and the world" (R & I, 27). Philosophy may
 sive, self-doubting late Cage with a similarly nuanced treat- try to carry out a kind of "constant repair work to the con
 ment of Wordsworth as active-passive and self-doubting in his stantly disintegrating system" (R & /, 157) of social control,
 poetico-political stances. But all such attempts will founder. Random art is normaliz
 ing philosophy's counterforce. "Art is training in not know
 Morse Peckham's last work, The Romantic Virtuoso, here ing how to respond" (R & I, 156). "The central Romantic
 nicely offers a counterweight to Leonard's underemphases. problem" is that of "the creation of a convincing sense of
 The Romantic Virtuoso, published posthumously together with one's own value solely from one's own resources, without
 an Introduction by Leo Dougherty and a Biographical submissive recourse to social institutions or cultural tradi
 Afterword by H.W. Matalene, is the second and final volume tions" (16). And this, chastened by a realistic consciousness
 of Peckham's Romanticism and its Consequences: Emergent Cul- of the impossibility of any stable originality, is the Romantic
 lure in the 19th Century, 1790-1912, of which The Birth of Ro- virtuoso's great achievement.
 manticism, 1790-1815 (1986) was the first volume. Peckham's
 large ambition in these two volumes, best articulated in his The Romantic Virtuoso traces the dialectical interplay of
 1985 collection of theoretical essays, Romanticism and Ideology original, formal and thematic virtuosity with realistic con
 (now reprinted in paperback by Wesleyan University Press), sciousness in virtually every major writer, painter, and com
 is always to dwell on "the continuity of literary verbal behav- poser from 1815 to perhaps 1880, from Scott, Byron and
 ior with the rest of behavior, both verbal and nonverbal" {Ro- Beethoven to Wagner and Grillparzer. His treatments of
 manticism and Ideology, 292). Against all forms of aestheticism these figures take the form of what can only be called potted
 and literary autonomism, Peckham insists always on "the ne- biographies: three to seven page entries, each of which be
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 gins with a short survey of the figure's life, next offers a sum- Both Peckham and Leonard leave us, then, with a
 mary of the figure's major thematic and formal innovations, sense of a continuing problem of cultural transcendence that
 and then concludes with a summary assessment to the effect the Romantics either faced or bequeathed to us. For Leo
 that the figure is either a virtuoso, staking out a new identity nard, this is the problem of refiguring the value of art as it
 and set of values through new techniques and themes, or an enters into the efforts of human subjects to create a livable
 analytical realist, conscious of the inevitable normalizing cultural world in nature. For Peckham, it is the more naked
 weight of culture. (Peckham is much more interesting as a problem of how to achieve aggressive originality under a con
 theorist and a kind of encyclopedist than as a reader in de- sciousness of its impossibility. Both pleadings usefully call
 tail.) Turner, Liszt, Beethoven, and Rossini are pure virtuosi our attentions to genuine strains of Romantic thought and
 of self-assertion. Schopenhauer, Shelley, and Wagner are practice. How one evaluates them will perhaps largely be a
 more analytically realist, in seeing "no way out" of the prob- matter of one's own hopes and senses of human possibilities:
 lern of creating value anew, no redemption (181). Overall, of whether one hopes, with Leonard, for a humane, environ
 this volume is naturally somewhat darker than its predeces- mentally aware, spiritual culture, or whether one hopes with
 sor. As one moves from 1815 to 1880, consciousness of fail- Peckham only for striking, but ultimately random and unsta
 ure comes to the fore. The way is prepared, however, for the ble, momentary acts of self-assertion, or whether one hopes
 high Modernist aestheticist-stylist outburst of the fin-de-siècle for something else. What would it be really to accept an irre
 and early twentieth century. solvable tension between subject and object, humanity and
 nature? What here counts as acceptance? Making, with Leo
 nard, a culture that acknowledges limitations and cultivates
 The most interesting, and slightly longer, readings that individual spirituality? Or indulging, with Peckham, in sub
 The Romantic Virtuoso contains are those of Scott, Byron, Hoff- lime excesses of style and theme, ending in satire and a kind
 man, and Heine. Peckham usefully draws attention to Scott's of permanent outsiderliness? For my own part, I would want
 historical realism, in which Scott carries out through histori- to hazard only the thought that the modes of hope and ac
 cal means "the exploration of an alternative society and cul- ceptance that Wordsworth and Blake, Beethoven and Schu
 ture" (9). Byron discovers the power of satire to create a bert, and Turner and Constable offer us are somewhat more
 space for self-assertion against the grain and the pretensions capacious than those of either Leonard or Peckham, pre
 of the dominant culture. Hoffman is "the first great Roman- cisely in attempting always to join cultivations of individual
 tic virtuoso of the imagination" (65), the one who sees and spiritual sensibility to political stances, always under an ele
 embraces its simultaneously constructive and destructive, and giac consciousness of failure. In this they point us toward a
 distortive and redemptive sides, and the one who connects redemption always to be pursued, but never to be achieved,
 imagination's development with childhood experience. and pursuable only on the basis of (Augustinian) trust, not
 Heine accomplishes a "synthesis or fusion of analytic realism (Cartesian) knowledge. It is to the credit of both these books
 with the emerging strategy of the virtuoso" (135)—surely that they invite one to think about Romanticism and about
 something like Peckham's aim in his own work. one's own hopes for culture at this level of depth.
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